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Badass Tip # 1 
CrossFit makes you into a Metabolic Engine 

Think of your metabolism like a raging hot furnace which burns fuel. 
 

The hotter and bigger the furnace the more energy you can burn 
including energy from fat stores. 

Hitting some high intensity CrossFit sessions 2-3 x per 

week will boost your metabolism - Allowing you to 

continue to burn calories well after your workout has 

ended! 

No more long, mind numbing treadmill workouts - CrossFit classes are 
max 1 hour in duration so you get that HIGH INTENSITY BLAST to get 

your metabolism burning! 



Badass Tip # 2 
CrossFit workouts are High Intensity! 

Intensity is how hard and fast your push in a given amount of time - 
Our results show that high intensity workouts are more effective for 

weight loss that slow cardio work. 
 

In the past, slow and steady cardio work was used to burn fat, these 
days INTENSITY is the new kid on the block and he is here to stay. 

Short - Sharp - Blast - Effective - Go - are the nature of 

CrossFit METCONS - Workouts are over within 20 

minutes to maxamize intensity! 



Badass Tip # 3 
CrossFit Workouts include Weight Training 

Lifting some of that heavy metal is essential for creating lean muscle - 
the more lean muscle you have the more your body can efficiently burn

fat for fuel! 
 

Incorporating weight training is the key to getting that 

lean and toned look - In CrossFit we focus on 

functional weight lifting movements which get your 

metabolism going! 

Because CrossFit training incorporates a mixture of weight training 
and cardiovascular work, you won't get BULKY - The end result is 

toned and strong athletic figure. 



Badass Tip # 4 
CrossFit Workouts Preserve Lean Muscle 

The high intensity nature of CrossFit means that it will preserve and
even grow lean muscle - more so than old, conventional walking and

slow jogging on a treadmill. 
 

Preserve, Maintain and Grow more lean muscle with 

CrossFits proven training methodology  

The old adage is that long hauls on the treadmill are the best for 
burning fat, however these workouts also run the risk of burning 

muscle. In addition slow jogging will not increase your lean muscle - 
whereas a CrossFit workout will! 



Badass Tip # 5 
CrossFit Workouts are Always Different 

Variation is integral to maintaining your progress as you move through 
a training program. Running on a treadmill 5 days per week doing the 

same workout will cause plateaus in weight loss. 
 

The variable nature of CrossFit workouts keeps your 

body guessing - Your body will constantly be 

surprised  - this ensures you always burn those 

calories during each and every workout! 

Your body won't know what hit it! After each and every workout, your 
body has a totally new workout it must adapt to. 


